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Agenda

• Identify key sources of information on elections, including focal points in the secretariats of the main bodies;

• Describe the formal submission process for candidacies;

• Showcase available online resources on Candiweb
Key information sources

https://edelegate.un.int
Key information sources (cont.)

- Information and candidature charts available for the election bodies – GA, ECOSOC, C.5
- List of election officers and secretariat focal points
- Regional groups maintain and update their regional charts
Key information sources (cont.)

- Charts for GA plenary – 75 session and 76 session
- Updates are regular to both pdf docs
- Latest version indicated by date
- Please visit Candiweb for the latest information
Submission of candidatures

- Candidature(s) should be communicated **directly** by the concerned delegation(s) or, if there is an endorsement, by the Chair of the Regional Group to the Secretariat ([gaab@un.org](mailto:gaab@un.org)), copying the GA plenary focal points for elections, (Ms. Alexia Poriki ([alexia.poriki@un.org](mailto:alexia.poriki@un.org)) and Mr. Wannes Lint ([lint@un.org](mailto:lint@un.org)));
- Form of a Note Verbale (a scanned PDF copy) addressed to the United Nations Secretariat, attention Department of General Assembly and Conference Management (DGACM).
- Contact details of the focal points for election matters are also available on the top of the list of Election Officers available on e-Delegate-Candiweb.
Submission of candidatures (cont.)

- The submission is accepted after the issuance of the preliminary list of agenda items in mid-February (A/XX [session number]/50) of the corresponding session, and if possible, 48 hours before the election is expected to take place (resolution 71/323, para.47);
- Some elections have a slightly different format to submit candidatures;
- i.e. Joint Inspection Unit, International Law Commission;
- Suggestion to consult the candidature charts and/or reference documents on Candiweb for details on specific plenary elections;
Showcase Candiweb - tips

- Access to Candiweb is provided through mission access focal points.
- Questions from access administrators at the Permanent Missions can be directed to missions-support@un.int
- Suggestion to use any modern internet browser (i.e. Chrome, Edge, Safari);
- Navigation is easy and information is available to download;
- For any specific queries, please contact gaab@un.org
Questions?

Thank you for your kind attention